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The Government ICT strategy ( provisional)
( and background to Government ICT provision)

The G-Cloud
Programme
 Improving public
service delivery

 Improving access to
public services
 Increasing the
efficiency of public
service delivery

“The G-Cloud brand provides
confidence in ICT services you
can trust – reliability and
security, value for money.”

“The Application Store for
Government- the online
marketplace for Public Sector ICT
Services.”
“Data Centres Consolidation:
Delivering Public Sector ICT
services from the optimum
number of high performing,
energy-efficient, resilient, and
cost-effective”

The G-Cloud Programme
 Phase 2 completed
 Focussing on 10 future
priorities
 Completing key areas of
documentation.
 Delivery of Programme
Overview Report
 Development of Phase 3
(Implementation)
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G-Cloud Detail

“The G-Cloud brand provides confidence in services you can trust – reliability, security, value for
money, contractual probity, adherence to standards and enables Government ICT Strategy.”
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G-Cloud Authority
One of the key Founding Principles which was agreed was the need
for a G-Cloud Authority

The Authority will be responsible for:
•Agreeing standards
•Overseeing procurement and certification
processes
•Resolving any cross-organisational issues
•Encourage all Public Sector organisations
to use G-Cloud and Apps Store services
wherever possible
•Support the Public Sector to create new
Cloud services where there are no existing
ones available
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What is the Application Store (ASG)?
The ASG will be the online ICT Marketplace for the Public Sector



“Find IT, build IT, run IT, share IT”



Services in the Store will include:


G-Cloud Certified ICT Applications and solutions



Other ICT Services; PSN, Hardware, Common Desktop, Service
Management etc



Access to a development toolkit



Uncertified new products or prototypes in an Open Zone
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How will the ASG work?


All services in the ASG other than those in the Open Zone will
have been "pre-procured" minimizing procurement effort.



You will be able to buy products in a standardised, simple and
low cost way whilst maintaining legal compliance.



Each service’s price and Performance Rating will be visible in the
ASG for comparison, promoting competition and service
excellence.



You can search for new apps and view in the context of “your
organisation”, “your sector”



Lowest price for the public sector, all benefit from the volume
driven price reductions



Innovation encouraged – a
market place for new ideas
from suppliers and end users



You can “see what’s coming”
as well as “what’s there”
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G-Cloud Certification

The Certification includes:
 Products procured on behalf of Crown and so fully available
 Completed procurement such that it can be deployed without

further competition by anyone in the public sector
 Partial IA accreditation has been completed.
‒ Requires further context specific IA for full accreditation
 Standard service management wrappers exist
 Certification achieved through sponsorship of public sector

organisation or by a supplier

Competition and Pricing in the ASG
 Services are presented in the ASG at the “Latest Best Price”.
‒ The ASG aggregates demand/volumes across the public
sector
‒ Pre agreed volume discounts
‒ Re-negotiations at significant volume increase
 Clear transparency of pricing and performance rating ensures
products maintain services and price competitive otherwise
volumes will drop.
 Pay per use model allows consumers to “vote with their feet”
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Data Centre Consolidation
Today
Hundreds of public sector data centres running to different standards;some at capacity limits, others with unused space.
Goals
• Reduce to an optimum number of modern,
resilient, efficient and secure data centres
that may also act as infrastructure for the
G-Cloud.
• We want to maximise the amount of
consolidation to help the Public Sector
achieve savings.

End point
Significant Central Government DC reduction
by 2020, and a reduction of 80% across the
wider Public Sector.

“Delivering Public Sector ICT services from the optimum number of high performing,
energy-efficient, resilient, cost-effective and standards based data centres”
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Data Centre Next Steps
Our first task is to undertake a comprehensive survey of
the existing Data Centres across
Three Data Centre Transformation Projects:-

• Public sector owned Data Centre
consolidation
• Supplier owned/operated Data Centre
consolidation
• Procurement of new suppliers for
Infrastructure as a Service

As Data Centres are consolidated we will look to virtualise
existing infrastructure and migrate onto standardised
platform, leading to efficient operation of the IT platforms
and applications.
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Introduction to FDPs and the campaign


Following authorisation from the Programme Board, the
FDP campaign started at the end of April, with the aim
to sign up at least 3 and up to 5 FDPs for Phase 3



Foundation Delivery Partners (FDPs) will be “Public
Sector bodies who have volunteered to build the initial
G-Cloud services based on their own business
requirements, but in a standard framework that will
enable the services to be re-used in the Public Sector in
the future”



Public Sector bodies may consider becoming a FDP if
they are already planning a business enhancement or
change
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The Application Store for
Government- Next Steps
Two version of a prototype ASG have been developed based
upon an existing OGC catalogue

• Functional procurement led service
• Non functional “Amazon like” consumer front end.

Additional options being considered:
• Sprint 2 type contract
• 3rd Party outsource model
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G-Cloud Priorities – Next 3 months
 Business Case and securing funding
 Update G-Cloud SOBC based on refreshed data and incorporate into
overarching ICT Strategy Business Case
 Finalise Phase 3 plan for G-Cloud, ASG and DCC
 Select and document standards and guidelines
 Business Change Strategy and Benefits Realisation plan
 Continue Foundation Delivery Partners activity and candidates for early
Data Centre Consolidation
 Proof of Concept for ASG
 Develop PaaS options for early
delivery – NB up to 80% saving
 Develop the G-Cloud Brand

 ICT Moratorium
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INDUSTRY DEVELOPED
EVOLUTION FRAMEWORK
FOR GOVERNMENT
COMPUTING
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G-Cloud Evolution stages

ICT Capability Evolution

Cloud services evolution – whats possible and when?

A Strategic Framework for Government
Functionality of Cloud Services

Shared Open

Cloud Technology Maturity

Interoperable

Dynamic
G-Cloud

Integrated
G-Cloud

Public Cloud
Tomorrow
Shared GCloud
Public Cloud
Community
Today
G-Clouds

Standardisation of
Services & Interfaces

Discrete
G-Clouds
Legacy IT
Rationalisa
tion
As IS
Govt ICT

Standardised
Traditional Efficient Enterprise ICT

Proprietary

ICT Service Model Maturity
Existing ICT Deployment

Public Cloud

G-Cloud Maturity Stage

Gracias !
Any Questions?
Andy Macleod
Cisco Systems
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